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Dear Readers,

It’s been 70 years; we are enjoying independence as Pakistani & Indian 
nationals consecutively……we’ve came along a long journey….a journey 
consists of struggles, passion, patriotism, success, failures, lessons, hope, 
enthusiasm and much more…..we’ve learnt a lot from this journey & so 
advanced a lot!  We carry with us the great exalted history as two nations; 
the nations who have familiar ground of values, culture, land & origin! We 
through Syncmag platform would like to extend our warm wishes to the two 
akin nations for their prosperous future and much more success and peace 
in coming years!

We specially dedicate this issue to AZAADI; freedom! Check our special 
feature inside & don’t forget to go through our regulars including reel review, 
box office buzz on tainment pages, latest news on In Sync pages, relationship 
and fashion related stuff in respective sections plus have sneak peak at the 
events of town on paparazzi & dairy of the month pages. Once again a very 
Happy Independence Day & love to both sides of border, Stay blessed!

Happy Reading
Syncmag Team

13 24
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Canada Terror Suspect Dead After Police 
Operation

WASHINGTON: The US State Department has said it’s aware of reports 
that the Taliban and fighters of the militant Islamic State (IS) group are 
forging an alliance in Afghanistan. The Wall Street Journal reported 
on Monday that Taliban and IS had forged a “patchwork” ceasefire 
understanding across eastern Afghanistan and were now jointly fighting 
US-backed efforts to dislodge them.
An Afghan general, Mohammad Zaman Waziri, indicated that the two 
militant groups might have formed an informal alliance. “They fought 
deadly battles with the Taliban before. But over the past two months, 
there has been no fighting among them,” he told reporters in Kabul.
Asked if she could confirm the reported alliance between the two 
extremist outfits, director of the State Department’s Press Office, 
Elizabeth Trudeau, said: “We’re aware of the reports. We’re obviously 
monitoring for the presence of Daesh-affiliated individuals and groups 
in Afghanistan.” She used the Arabic acronym for IS. She said the 
United States remained actively engaged with the government of 
Afghanistan, as well as other partners in the region, to deny terrorist 
organisations such as IS safe haven and material support. “In terms 
of the confirmation, if they are working together, I just don’t have any 
confirmation I can provide at this time,” she added.

TORONTO: A suspect banned from 
associating with the militant Islamic 
State (IS) group was pronounced dead 
after Canada’s national police force 
thwarted what an official said was a 
suicide bomb plot.
A senior police official said late 
Wednesday the suspect allegedly 
planned to use a bomb to carry 
out a suicide bombing mission in a 
public area but was killed in a police 
operation.

The official, who spoke on condition 
of anonymity because he was not 
authorised to speak about details 
ahead of a Thursday news conference, 
identified the suspect as Aaron Driver.
The police operation involving Driver 
took place Wednesday night in the 
southern Ontario town of Strathroy, 
about 225 kilometres southwest of 
Toronto. Details of how Driver died have 
not been released.

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police earlier said it halted a possible 
attack after receiving credible information of a potential terrorist 
threat. They said a suspect was identified and the “proper course 
of action has been taken” to ensure there was no danger to public 
safety. 
Canadian Public Safety Minister Ralph Goodale said he had spoken 
to Prime Minister Justin Trudeau about the events “to confirm that 
public safety has been and continues to be properly protected”. The 
RCMP, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and other police 
and security agencies were involved in the operations,” he added.
“These agencies conducted themselves effectively in the 
circumstances that developed today,” Goodale said in statement.
Taking all relevant information into account, the national terrorism 
threat level for Canada remains at “medium” where it has stood 
since the fall of 2014, Goodale said.

US says it’s aware
of IS-Taliban alliance
in Afghanistan
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Trump accuses
Obama of being the
‘founder of ISIS’

SUNRISE: Donald Trump accused President Barack Obama on Wednesday of founding the 
militant Islamic State (IS) group that is wreaking havoc from the Middle East to European 
cities. A moment later, on another topic, he referred to the president by his full legal name: 
Barack Hussein Obama. “In many respects, you know, they honour President Obama,” Trump 
said during a raucous campaign rally outside Fort Lauderdale, Florida. “He is the founder of 
ISIS.” He repeated the allegation three more times for emphasis.

The Republican presidential nominee in the 
past has accused his opponent, Democrat 
Hillary Clinton, of founding the militant 
group. As he shifted the blame to Obama 
on Wednesday, he said “crooked Hillary 
Clinton” was actually the group’s co-
founder.
Trump has long blamed Obama and his 
former secretary of state Clinton for 
pursuing Mideast policies that created a 
power vacuum in Iraq that was exploited by 
IS, another acronym for the group.
He has sharply criticised Obama for 
announcing he would pull US troops out of 
Iraq, a decision that many Obama critics 
say created the kind of instability in which 
militant groups like IS thrive. The White 
House declined to comment on Trump’s 
accusation.
IS began as Iraq’s local affiliate of Al 
Qaeda, the group that attacked the US on 
September 11, 2001. The group carried out 
massive attacks against Iraq’s Shia Muslim 
majority, fueling tensions with Al Qaeda’s 
central leadership. The local group’s 
then-leader, Jordanian-born Abu Musab al-
Zarqawi, was killed in 2006 in a US airstrike 
but is still seen as the IS founder.
Trump’s accusation and his use of the 
president’s middle name, Hussein echoed 

previous instances where he’s questioned 
Obama’s loyalties.
In June, when a shooter who claimed 
allegiance to IS killed 49 people in an 
Orlando, Florida, nightclub, Trump seemed 
to suggest Obama was sympathetic to 
the group when he said Obama “doesn’t 
get it, or he gets it better than anybody 
understands”.
In the past, Trump has also falsely 
suggested Obama is a Muslim or was born 
in Kenya, where Obama’s father was from. 
The president, a Christian, was born in 
Hawaii.
Trump lobbed the allegation midway 
through his rally at a sports arena, where 
riled-up supporters shouted obscenities 
about Clinton and joined in unison to shout 
“lock her up”.
He railed against the fact that the Orlando 
shooter’s father, Seddique Mateen, was 
spotted in the crowd behind Clinton during 
a Monday rally in Florida, adding, “Of 
course he likes Hillary Clinton”.
Sitting behind Trump at his rally on 
Wednesday was former Republican 
Mark Foley, who resigned in 2006 after 
allegations he sent sexually suggestive 
messages to former House pages.

Self-Taught Syrian Newcomer, 10, 
A Piano Star

Britain Accepts Painting To Settle 
£4.7M Tax Debt

In Syria, five-year-old Marcel Ward’s first love was 
a small plastic keyboard. Now his family, who fled 
the violence in Damascus, calls him “Mini Mozart.” 
And he’s got the skills to prove it. Eahem Ward 
said she never imagined that small red keyboard 
would change her son’s life, but it was one of the 
few possessions they took with them when they left 
Syria in 2012. Marcel kept playing it throughout his 
family’s journey to Dubai, Lebanon, the U.S. and 
finally, Hamilton, Ont.
Eahem said Marcel taught himself how to play by 
simply listening to music and figuring out how to 
replicate it. Sometimes it’s hard to get her son’s 
fingers off the keys, she said. ”It’s really like the 
piano is part of Marcel,” she told CBC News. 
Marcel’s 12-year-old brother, Eilia, said it goes even 
further than that. “He’s, like, inside the piano,” he 
said. “When I see him playing I think It’s like he’s 
thinking about nothing.” Just a few months after 
Marcel began discovering the beauty of music, the 
sounds of war arrived at his family’s door.

Britain has accepted an 18th-century portrait by 
Sir Joshua Reynolds as full payment in lieu of an 
inheritance tax bill of 4.7 million pounds ($8 million 
Cdn). The painting a full-length portrait of Frederick 
Howard, the fifth earl of Carlisle has been hanging 
in Castle Howard in North Yorkshire for more than 
200 years. But the current owners of the portrait, 
commissioned in 1769, were facing big inheritance 
tax bills. So they offered to give up the Reynolds 
portrait to settle the bill. Britain has an “acceptance 
in lieu” program that allows people facing large 
inheritance taxes to transfer important works of art 
and heritage objects into public ownership and get full 
credit for the donation.
Going to the Tate
“The acceptance in lieu scheme has been enriching 
our heritage for over a century,” said Edward Harley, 
chair of the acceptance in lieu panel. “I am delighted 
that this masterpiece by Reynolds, one of the most 
important painters of the day, has entered our national 
collection under the scheme.” The panel has allocated 
the painting to the Tate Britain gallery in London, but it 
will continue to hang in Castle Howard for now. It will 
be shown at the Tate and other locations in Britain in 
the future.
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India And Pakistan
A STORY OF UNITY, DIVERSITY, AND POSSIBILITY

The battle between India and Pakistan at the border may not have an immediate solution,
but the battle in our minds can be solved if we let go of the dogmas

and accept each other as fellow human beings.

Do we hate Pakistan more than we love India?
This wasn’t the only incident to spark such a thought. I’ve seen videos, heard people talk and give speeches 
about Pakistan in an extremely judgemental way. With that, I’ve come to realize that the main battle wasn’t at 
the border per se, but in people’s minds.

I can recount the day India played a T-20 match with Pakistan in Bangalore. I wasn’t as excited about the match 
as much as my friends were. While some bunked their lectures and tussled with the warden to watch TV in the 
hostel, others warily kept count of the score inside the class through their phones. It was amusing to watch the 
spirit of people and participate with them in slogan-shouting. But there was also something that I noticed which 
worried me. It appeared as if people desired Pakistan to lose, more than their desire of India to win. This raised 
an important question in my mind.

THE IMPACT OF MEDIA
We all know about the recent attacks by Pakistan on Indian soldiers at the border. We’ve seen opposition 
parties raise questions, people fume with anger and Arnab Goswami go bonkers over the issue. This isn’t wrong. 
Expressing anguish and debating over a serious matter such as this is crucial. But the problem occurs when 
media uses such incidents to boost viewership, and when we define a Pakistani based only on media’s reflection 
of the incident.

It’s our sole responsibility to not get influenced by media or any political party for that matter. It’s important to 
get our facts right before coming to a conclusion.

DIVIDED BY DOGMAS
We Indians have fabricated a slew of beliefs about Pakistani people – for instance, we think they are intolerant, 
orthodox and aggressive. These beliefs are nothing but dogmas responsible for the burgeoning hatred. A lot 
of these dogmas existing in our society have to do with how we’re brought up. Kids born with parents who’re 
prejudiced or studied with friends who dislike Pakistani people, tend to adopt these dogmas naturally.

Oftentimes, a difference in religious viewpoints also reinforces this negative image we have of Pakistani people. 
This happens the most when terror strikes a country. People see that terrorists are Muslims, and think that 
Pakistan, being a Muslim nation, must have people who support terrorism. This is erroneous. The reality is that 
even Pakistani people suffer because of terrorism.

Though it’s difficult to figure out how exactly these dogmas came into being, it’s possible to discard them through 
awareness.  These preconceived notions distance us from them. To add to the misfortune, these dogmas get 
further amplified by the firings at the border, terror attacks, political rivalries and their coverage on media.
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THE THIN LINE BETWEEN PATRIOTISM AND RACISM
Freezing in an attention position when the national anthem is played, 
cheering the Indian team in a stadium or sitting in a dharna, while at the 
same time having prejudices about another country does not make you 
a patriot. Some people have gotten the idea of patriotism completely 
wrong. No matter how much you love your country, if you’ve to think 
before you hug a Pakistani, you’re not a patriot. That’s downright racism. 
There is a thin a line of difference between Patriotism and Racism.

Patriotism is more about unity than getting enraged over differences. 
Patriotism is about empathizing without a political or personal agenda. 
In simple words, patriotism is just standing up for humanity. Break away 
from such false defintions and beliefs about Pakistanis, and look into their 
hearts. You’ll see a world full of similarities.

UNITED BY EMOTIONS
Though India and Pakistan seem to have quite a few differences in opinions 
and ideas, people of both countries are similar in many ways. For instance, 
both countries love cricket. It’s less a game and more of a religion in both 
countries. The food enjoyed in both countries isn’t drastically different. 
Whether it’s biriyani, chicken tikka, naan, roti, gajar ka halwa, jalebi or 
laddoo, both Indians and Pakistanis savour them with equal delight.

Sharing The Same 
Problems

Apart from art, culture, 
music and movies, Pakistan 
and India both have similar 

problems as well. Both 
fight terrorism, corruption, 

poverty, and women’s 
inequality on a daily basis.

Though India can rightly call 
itself a rising economy, let’s 
face it, the country shares 
an equal amount of cracks 

in infrastructure as Pakistan. 
Bad roads, ageing railways, 
power cuts and the absence 

of sanitation is still one of the 
primary pitfalls of both the 

countries.

PUPPETS OF PEOPLE IN POWER
It wouldn’t be wrong to say that we’re puppets of 
those hidden away in their high rises and heavily armed 
houses. Most of the problems that are happening 
across the border are not under our control.

Take for instance the water dispute between India 
and Pakistan. The state officials of Pakistan have in the 
past blamed India for having constructed dams and 
hydropower projects on rivers that flow between the 
two countries. Naturally this is bound to cause a water 
shortage in Pakistan.

On the other hand, it’s a known fact that the ISI a secret service of Pakistan led the 26/11 Mumbai attacks 
through David Headley. Though everyone knows about it, the real question is how is he still roaming free?
Clearly, both the governments are at fault here. Authorities of both countries are causing problems and ruining 
each other’s peace of mind. The common people of both countries, who have nothing to do with these issues, 
suffer mercilessly as a result.
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Then there’s movies. Well, it’s not a surprising fact that Pakistanis are huge Bollywood buffs. They watch most 
Bollywood flicks, sing along to Bollywood songs and enjoy humour, action and romance just like we do.

There are many reality shows running in both countries that encourage talent to compete for the greater good, 
regardless of where they’re from. A video from the popular Indian music reality show called Sa Re Ga Ma 
Pa shows the performing singer is a participant from Pakistan.Pakistani singers like Adnan Sami, Ghulam Ali, 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, Shafqat Amanat Ali, Arif Lohar and Atif Aslam have garnered much 
praise in India for their music. Actors such as Ali Zafar, Javed Sheikh, Veena Malik and Mona Lizza have worked 
in Bollywood films and attained fame as well.

DON’T FORGET THAT WE WERE ONCE THE SAME COUNTRY
Before 1947, when Pakistan was a part of India, things were quite peaceful. Muslims and Hindus accepted each 
other, didn’t kill in the name of God and saw each other as fellow human beings. It was the strategy of the 
British back then to divide us so they could rule us  in which they succeeded too. But that doesn’t mean we must 
endure its consequences even today.

Let’s look back to a time when we Indians and Pakistanis were brothers, sisters, uncles, aunties, friends and 
mentors to each other and not enemies, competitors or opposers. Only then can we relate to each others 
problems and solve them together.

OUR RESPONSIBILITY
It’s easy to blame the government for the problems between the two 
countries. Perhaps that’s what most of us even do. But if you truly don’t 
want hatred to spread, you’ve to take some responsibility. Some groups 
have already initiated efforts for breaking the India-Pakistan barrier. 
AIB, the stand-up comedy team, which currently has one of the fastest 
growing YouTube channels in India created a video in which people of 
both countries wished each other on independence day. O&M, Mumbai 
created an ad for Google India which warmly portrays the friendship 
between a Pakistani and an Indian who reunite after the partition. The 
beverage brand Coca-Cola created Small World Machines which allowed 
people of both countries to gift a can of Coca-Cola to each other.

Many companies, groups and individuals are doing what they can to 
settle disputes between the two countries. Many reality shows are 
trying to mend the wounds. We too on our individual levels can do 
something.We can break stereotypes, ditch dogmas, learn about their 
country and lifestyle, be open about cross-cultural marriages, have 
religious tolerance, encourage our kids to accept Pakistanis with love, 
and bond through sports, music and movies.Sure, there might always be 
problems at the border, but only if we settle the disputes that we’ve in 
our minds, can we heal the scars of the past and have a future when the 
two countries are in harmony.

Think Of The Superpower 
We Could Become If 

We Unified
Both India and Pakistan possess 
an incredible pool of talent. Both 

countries have some of the best actors, 
comedians, singers, sportspeople, 

writers and thinkers. Can you imagine 
how powerful we’d be as a team if both 

Pakistan and the Indian Cricket team 
were combined? Similarly, combine the 

artists of both countries and imagine 
the wealth of creativity that would well 

up. Do you think there could be any 
country in the world that could match 

our potential?

We’re underestimating the power of this 
unified team. The economical, political 
and religious challenges that we face 
today could be dealt with a combined 

team of talent. The money that’s being 
wasted on attacking each other could 

be used on developments, connections 
and positive propaganda. The dreams 

that we dream together would be 
bigger, stronger and bolder. Simply put, 

we would become a force that could 
conquer the world but only if we’d 

conquer our minds first.
Written by: Gokul
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How To Remove Tan On A Daily Basis

The Process Of Tanning
The pigment responsible for the visibility of our complexion is known as melanin 
which is produced by the cells called melanocytes. Melanocytes play the 
vital role in the growth of pigments which can be categorised into two parts: 
pheomelanin which is red in colour and eumelanin which is known to have 
a very dark brown colour. Usually the pigment differs from person to person 
depending on genes and hormones but it has been found out that people 
having darker complexion usually have more melanin than people having 
lighter complexion. As melanin is produced, the skin colour darkens, but the 
UVB radiation existing in sunlight may also be a reason for the cause of sunburn. 
The process of tanning may be developed by artificial UV radiation that can be 
transferred in frequencies of UVA, UVB, or in a compilation of the both.

Remedies For Tanning
As soon as summer approaches, we all want to bask on the beaches, go 
fishing, or simply hangout with friends. But sadly, almost 90% of us forget to 
protect our skin from the strong UV rays. And as a result a dark reddish brown 
layer starts getting visible– a stubborn tan! But what can you do if you do not 
wish to sport the tan? Ladies, don’t panic! Let us look to some of the home 
remedies for removing the stubborn tan:

1. Lemon juice
Lemon juice is known for its vitamin C property and is often used for whitening 
our skin tone by reducing the melanin pigment under our skin pores. All we 
need to do is cut a lemon in two halves and gently apply it over the affected 
area, then leave it for around 10-15 minutes and finally rinse it off with cold 
water. If this procedure is repeated regularly, then a visible change will surely 
come within 4-6 weeks.

Ladies, did you ever notice how a layer of dark pigmentation starts to 
deposit on your skin? This can be due to tanning. Yes, you heard us right! 
Tanning has become a very common phenomenon in our day to day lives 

and a lot of us tend to ignore this, but it shouldn’t be ignored because 
tanning affects our health too.

In this process our skin colour is darkened and it occurs mostly as a result 
of exposure to the ultraviolet (UV) radiation from sunlight or from artificial 
sources. Sun exposure is necessary to a certain extent because it contributes 

in producing vitamin D in our body, but excessive exposure to ultraviolet 
rays has adverse effects such as sunburn, premature aging, skin cancer, 

actinic or solar keratoses, eyes damage and even affect our immune system.
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2.  Pack Of Lemon Juice, Cucumber And Rose Water
Lemon juice works as a wonder for tanning, but it may not suit 
everyone. Quite often it has been seen that after the application 
of lemon juice, a caustic reaction immediately appears onto the 
skin. So in case if you feel any discomfort due to lemon juice like 
a burning sensation, or rashes; you can always opt for making a 
simple face pack out lemon juice, cucumber and rose water. For 
the preparation of this pack all we need to do is, mix together two 
tablespoon of lemon juice, a tablespoon of cucumber extract and 
1/2 teaspoon of rose water in a bowl. Then gently apply this mixture 
to the tanned areas. The tan will get reduced due to lemon juice, 
while the cucumber juice and rose water will soothe your burnt and 
blemished skin leaving a soft and subtle effect.

3.  Turmeric And Bengal Gram Pack
If you are looking for gentle exfoliation of your skin, for the removal 
of dead skin and tan removal, this pack will work as a miracle. All 
you need to do is, combine two and half tablespoons of Bengal 
gram flour with a pinch of turmeric. Then add to this a tablespoon 
of rose water and milk, though milk is optional since you can also 
use just water instead of milk. You can further increase efficiency 
of this concoction by adding around half tablespoon of grounded 
orange peel. Apply this pack on the affected area and keep it for 
about 15 minutes. Once the pack dries up, moisten your skin with 
a few drops of water. Then simply massage your skin in a gentle 
motion in both clockwise and anti-clockwise direction and finally 
rinse it off with cold water. You may apply this pack four days a 
week for best results.

4.  Aloe Vera, Red Lentil And Tomato Pack
Red lentil which is the other name for masoor daal, has tan removing 
agents which if applied as a pack along with a mixture of Aloe Vera 
and Tomato juice, can effectively reduce the tanning effects. For the 
pack all you need to do is soak about 2 tablespoon of masoor daal 
overnight and make a grainy paste of it. Then you need to add equal 
quantities of tomato paste and aloe vera extract. Then simply apply 
it on your face and let it rest for half an hour before you clean it off 
with cold water.

5.  Honey And Papaya Pack
Papaya is one those ingredients which is very popular, not only for 
its nutrient values but also for its cleansing property. All you need is 
a few spoonfuls of papaya, and you will be set for having a radiant 
and healthy skin. Along with papaya, honey makes the skin softer 
and supple. So together they make an excellent home remedy. All 
you need to do is mash half a cup of ripe papaya with a tablespoon 
of honey. Mix it well and apply on your face, then keep the face pack 
on for half and wash off with lukewarm water for best results.

6.  A Pack Of Yogurt And Tomato
Tomato is known for having citric acid which is great for removing 
tan. If you want to reduce pigmentation and dark spots, then this 
pack will act as your saviour. The extracts of tomato works on spots 
and pigmentation. It also works as a toner, opening up the pores of 
the skin and removing the excess oil naturally. Also, yogurt works 
as a natural bleaching agent and allows removing tan effectively 
over a considerate span of time. Combine together one tablespoon 
of each and apply the paste on your face. Leave it for 30 minutes 
and wash with water. Chances are that you may feel a slight tingling 
sensation, but that simply means that the pack has begin to work.

7.  Coconut Water And Sandalwood
Being filled with medicinal properties, sandalwood makes for an 
affordable yet a brilliant tan reducing product if mixed with the 
goodness of coconut water. Coconut water is considered as the 
purest form of natural toner which helps for removing tan. In a bowl, 
add around 2 tablespoon of sandalwood powder along with few 
drops of coconut water. Together, this mixture will not just brighten 
and cleanse your skin, but also heal your sunburns and remove tan 
naturally. Thus, I would recommend this as one of the best home 
remedies for all skin types.

8.  Buttermilk And Oatmeal Pack
Buttermilk, which is also known as “chaanch” is great for soothing 
the skin and healing blisters, leaving our skin soft and bright. 
Oatmeal is also another ingredient which can be used as a scrub for 
exfoliation of the dead skin pores. Together, these two ingredients 
make for an incredible face mask. For making the skin mask, mix 
3 tablespoon of buttermilk with 2 tablespoon of oatmeal. Massage 
the concoction into the affected areas in circular motions. Repeat 
this procedure every alternative day for best results.

9.  Sandalwood
Sandalwood is natural agent for soothing your skin, and sandalwood 
paste is what you need if you have returned from a trek with a bad 
sun tan. Just apply the sandalwood paste every day before going 
to bed. You can either clean it off once it becomes dry or you may 
also keep it on overnight for best results.
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The Unexplored Brain Nearly 100
Uncharted Areas Revealed

Written By: Agata Blaszczak-Boxe

Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri

A detailed new map of the human brain’s outer layer identifies nearly 
100 brain areas that have not been previously reported, according to 
a new study. The new map may ultimately help brain surgeons plan 
operations. It will also help scientists better understand differences 
between the brains of typical people and the brains of people with 
disorders related to brain functioning, such as autism, schizophrenia 
and dementia, researchers who were not affiliated with the new 
study said.

In the study, researchers identified a total of 180 areas of the cerebral 
cortex the outermost layer of the brain in each brain hemisphere, 
said lead study author Matthew Glasser, a neuroscience researcher 
at Washington University in Saint Louis. Researchers consider an 
“area” of the brain to be a section of the organ that is dedicated 
to coordinating a particular set of information from many different 
signals.The areas identified in the new map include 83 that had 
previously been identified, along with 97 new areas, Glasser said.

The addition of the 97 new cortical areas shows that “the human 
cortex is even more complex than we had originally thought,” said 
Ramesh Raghupathi, a neuroscientist at Drexel University’s College 
of Medicine in Philadelphia, who was not involved in the new study. 
The map reveals new information even for the areas that had been 
mapped before, because the original mapping had been done at a 
much less detailed level, Glasser said.

For example, one area that scientists previously identified and named 
“area 31” has now been divided into three areas named 31a, 31pd, 
and 31pv, the researchers said in their study, published today (July 
20) in the journal Nature. The very first map of the human cortex, 
which identified 50 areas, was created in the first decade of the 20th 
century by a German neuroanatomist, Korbinian Brodmann. Since 
then, many other maps of the cortex have identified anywhere from 
50 to 200 areas, the researchers said.

To make the new map, the researchers collected data from brain 
scans of 210 healthy young adults. The researchers measured, for 
example, how thick the cortex was in each person. The participants’ 
brains were scanned when they were not doing anything, and again 
when they were performing simple tasks, such as listening to a story. 
The researchers then confirmed the existence of the 180 specific 
brain areas using brain scans of a second group, consisting of 210 
people. 

The new map was created based on brain data from a much larger 
number of people than used to make previous maps, Glasser 
said. Another difference is that the researchers took into account 
multiple properties of the brain, such as its structural architecture 
and function and the thickness of the cortex, Glasser said. Previous 
maps were typically based on only one of these properties, he said. 
Because of these differences, the new map paints a more precise 
picture of the brain than the previous maps did, the researchers 
said. 

The new map will allow brain surgeons to better pinpoint where 
exactly in the brain their patients’ health problems stem from, 
Raghupathi said. “This kind of information is going to be very 
useful to a neurosurgeon who needs to” stimulate or identify only 
a small part of the cortex that may be responsible for a patient’s 
language problem or a motor problem, he told Live Science. “This 
is an amazing body of work,” said Sophie Molholm, a cognitive 
neuroscientist at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York, 
who was not involved in a new study.

This new fine-grained map of the brain could also be used to better 
understand how brains that have developed without problems may 
differ from the brains of people with atypical brain development, 
or who have conditions such as autism and schizophrenia, she said.
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Eat More Healthy Fat To Reduce
The Risk Of Type 2 Diabetes

Eating more unsaturated fats instead of carbohydrates decreases the risk of developing type 2 diabetes, says research published 
in PLOS Medicine. Replacing carbohydrate and saturated fats with healthy fats, such as polyunsaturated fats, lowers blood sugar 

levels and improves insulincontrol, according to findings from a new meta-analysis.
Around the world, there has been a sharp increase in the rates of insulin resistance andtype 2 diabetes. In the United States, 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimate that 29.1 million people havediabetes. That is approximately 9.3 
percent of the population. To treat existing diabetes, the CDC urge people to eat healthily, exercise regularly, and use medications 
that reduce blood glucose levels. They also emphasize the need to reduce cardiovascular disease risk factors, such as high blood 

pressure and high lipid levels, and to avoid tobacco use.

High Ldl Cholesterol Associated With Diabetes
CDC statistics indicate that between 2009-2012, 65 percent of people with 
diagnosed diabetes who were aged 18 years and above either had high levels 
of LDL, or “bad,” cholesterol in the blood, or they were using drugs to lower 
cholesterol. Amid urgent calls for new ways to prevent type 2 diabetes, some 
research has focused on how different carbohydrates and dietary fats impact 
metabolic health. This has been controversial, and it has led to confusion regarding 
dietary guidelines and health priorities.
Senior author Dr. Dariush Mozaffarian, dean of the Friedman School of Nutrition 
Science and Policy at Tufts University in Medford, MA, and first author Fumiaki 
Imamura, of the Medical Research Council (MRC) Epidemiology Unit at the 
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom, led the meta-analysis.

‘Don’t Fear Healthy Fats’
They looked at data for 4,660 adults that had been collected in 102 
studies. In the randomized, controlled trials, the adults were given 
meals containing various types and quantities of carbohydrate and 
fat.The researchers examined how these variations in diet impacted 
measures of metabolic health, and specifically, how saturated, 
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats and carbohydrates 
impact the development of type 2 diabetes.

The study focused on key biological markers of glucose and 
insulin control. These were blood sugar, blood insulin, insulin 
resistance and sensitivity, and how well the body was able to 
produce insulin in response to blood sugar. Results suggested that 
consuming foods rich in monounsaturated fat or polyunsaturated 
fat had a positive effect on blood glucose control, compared with 
consumption of dietary carbohydrate or saturated fat. For each 5 
percent of dietary energy that was switched from carbohydrates 
or saturated fats to mono- or polyunsaturated fats, they found a 
drop of around 0.1 percent in HbA1c - a blood marker of long-term 
glucose control.

Previous research has suggested that for each 0.1 percent 
decrease in HbA1c, the incidence of type 2 diabetes drops by 22 
percent and the chance of developing cardiovascular diseases falls 
by 6.8 percent. Imamura notes that replacing carbohydrates and 
saturated fats with polyunsaturated fats appears to be consistently 
beneficial. Imamura adds: “This is a positive message for the 
public. Don’t fear healthy fats.”

“The world faces an epidemic of insulin resistance and diabetes. 
Our findings support preventing and treating these diseases 
by eating more fat-rich foods like walnuts, sunflower seeds, 
soybeans, flaxseed, fish, and other vegetable oils and spreads, 
in place of refined grains, starches, sugars, and animal fats.”
Dr. Dariush Mozaffarian

This is the first time a team has systematically reviewed all the 
available evidence measuring the effects of carbohydrate and 
different kinds of fat in the diet. The authors hope that the results 
will help scientists, healthcare workers, and the public to set 
priorities that will help to combat the worldwide problem of type 
2 diabetes.

Sync Health
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Sapphire Celebrates 
Independence Day

This independence day, Sapphire celebrates 
patriotism with the launch of their new “Freedom 
Nation” Collection which will be available 
nationwide from 6th of August 2016.

The inspiration behind the collection is ‘Patriotism’; 
reflecting the love for our identity, the founders, 
historical landmarks, Pakistan’s heritage, 
monuments and currency. The collection consists 
of 6 distinct designs of scarves and 5 designs 
of kurtas for women including contemporary 
silhouettes such as box kurtas and drop shoulders 
and includes 3 designs of kurtas with detailing 
consisting of epaulettes for men.  The colour 
palette of the collection is not only limited to the 
greens but also has bright yellows, black and white 
in the palette which makes it wearable for other 
occasions as well.
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10 
ADVICES 

FOR A 
HAPPY 

FAMILY !

1) Avoid the next quarrel: Never lose temper at the same time. 
Don’t let the sun set on your quarrels (Never prolong fights if at 
all started). It is OK to say “I am sorry”

2) Do not expect perfection from your spouse: Marriage is 
coming together of two imperfect beings. Don’t expect wife or 
husband to like this or that, accept them as they are.

3) Be a good listener: Think before speaking, it is a good idea 
to weigh before you speak. You are master of unspoken words 
but slave of spoken words. Better than listening from ear is 
listening through mind (with attention) and better than that is 
listening from heart.

4) Be a good forgiver: Some people forgive but they keep the 
memory alive or they forgive conditionally. Forgiveness should 
be complete and unconditional.

5) Grow in the spirit of humility: Be humble. Egos bring 
arrogance which divide and separate people.

6) Learn the art of appreciation: We all like to be appreciated. 
Always appreciate in front of others. Never criticize in a company 
of friends and relatives you will get opportunities in privacy.

7) Do not argue: Winning love and friendship is far greater than 
winning an argument. It is OK to discuss with an open mind. 
Learn to win love and affection rather than arguments.

8) Develop healthy sense of humour: Learn to laugh and be 
cheerful. It is a great tonic for healthy living and being accepted 

by friends. It is important to laugh with others and NOT at 
others.

9) Always lend a helpful hand: You will win over if you have this 
attitude of offering a helpful hand with or without asking.

10) Bring ALLAH back into your home: This is one of the most 
important one. Have a common time for prayers. It brings 
families together. Families that pray together stay together.
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Dairy Of The Month

HEM OPENS FLAGSHIP STORE IN LAHORE
Fashion designer Sumbul Asif celebrated the 
successful launch of HEM’s Flagship Store, 
designed by Architects Inc, in Gulberg, just 
off M.M.Alam Road in Lahore on Wednesday, 
20th July 2016. The store stocks HEM’s debut 
luxury prêt collection alongside its prêt, formal, 
and bridal lines. 

HEM is a luxury womenswear fashion brand, 
headed by designer Sumbul Asif, launched 
in July 2016. With over seven years of 
experience as a head designer for a leading 
local fashion brand, the designer’s philosophy 
revolves around highlighting individuality and 
personal style. Each design that HEM develops 
is a unique creation that reflects femininity, 
confidence and elegance, encapsulating the 
techniques and crafts of the Subcontinent to 
create ensembles reflecting our culture and 
heritage while ensuring they are in-line with the 
current trends. The brand offers four primary 
lines of clothing ranging from prêt, luxury prêt, 
formals to their bespoke couture creations.
 
Speaking at the launch, Creative Director 
HEM, Sumbul Asif said: “I am pleased by the 
response I have been receiving from the guests 
and media about my first collection and it’s this 
motivation that designers entering the industry 
need. I dedicated my time, energy, and love for 
fashion to launch my debut collection alongside 
the flagship store. With the support of my 

family, friends, and colleagues I have made it. 
Today is a day that I will cherish as my brand 
officially opens its doors in Lahore. I am very 
excited about this venture that I have waited for 

since I left 
fashion 
school 
and have 
ensured 
my brand 
can cater to my clients’ needs  aesthetic and 
budget-wise. HEM will also be taking bridal 
orders by appointments at our flagship store.”
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Women In Green Supported By The
BARD Foundation

Supported by the Bilquis and Abdul Razak Dawood Foundation, Pakistan’s 
leading independent publisher, Markings Publishing, proudly launched 
‘Women in Green, and Beyond’ by Mahwash Rehman at the Lahore 
Heritage Museum on the 09th of August 2016 in Lahore. 

‘Women in Green, and Beyond’ pays homage to the extraordinary 
women’s cricket team of Pakistan by documenting the teams journey 
over a period of 6 years. What initially started as a thesis project by 
photographer Mahwash Rehman at the Indus Valley School of Art and 
Architecture, translated into an entire photographic journey capturing the 
bravery, struggle, perseverance, pride, passion and diversity of these 
women cricketers, through her lens. Indeed Rehman sees the women 
cricketers as empowered role models who were not only courageous 
enough to live their dreams, but have also played a pivotal role in paving 
the way for the next generation of girls to step forward and choose non-
traditional career paths. With the launch of this book, Rehman hopes to 
trigger a critical change in people’s perception of women’s capabilities - 
not only in the field of cricket, but across different sports and disciplines 
in Pakistan - and beyond.

The event was opened with an introduction on the evening by Tuba 
Arshad, Chief Operating Officer at Markings, where she invited on 
stage Chairman BARD Foundation Mr. Abdul Razak Dawood who spoke 
about the efforts of the BARD Foundation. This was followed by media 
addresses from Chairman PCB Shahryar Khan, author and photographer 
Mahwash Rehman, T20 captain Bismah Maroof and ODI Captain Sana 
Mir. The event was managed by RESTART Brand Activations with Public 
Relations by Lotus
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Reel Review

Mohenjo Daro

Story: Village lad Sarman is drawn to big, bad Mohenjo Daro 
and its mascot Chaani. But Chaani must wed Munja, son of 
Mohenjo Daro’s ruler, Maham. Will Sarman find love - and more 
in Mohenjo Daro?

Review: Straight away, if you want to enjoy Mohenjo Daro, 
leave your disbelief by the door for Ashutosh Gowarikar’s newest 
blast from the past only works as a fairy tale, not nailed in 
history, but hanging somewhere between Game of Thrones and 
Baahubali.

It’s 2016 BC and simple Sarman (Hrithik) from ‘hamri Amri gaon’ 
is drawn to the city lights of Mohenjo Daro where he meets 
Chaani (Pooja), the pretty city mascot. Sarman and Chaani 
fall in love - but Chaani must marry brutish Munja (Arunoday, 
convincing as citizen caveman), son of Mohenjo Daro’s pradhan 
Maham (Kabir, adequately oozing greed). While fighting for 
Chaani, Sarman discovers much more in Mohenjo Daro. Why is 
its river Sindhu dammed? What is Maham trading with Sumer? 
Why does Sarman dream of a magical animal? And what will 
happen to Mohenjo Daro when river and rain combine?

Hrithik is fighting fit in Mohenjo Daro - as Sarman, he conveys 
simplicity and strength, passion and purity with golden-locked 
ease. Although controlled, his performance shows glimpses of 
the superstar panache that once had everyone singing, kaha na 

pyaar hai. But in contrast, Pooja appears drab and Chaani weakly 
written - in a role that largely features feathers and flashes of 
leg, an inexpressive Chaani becomes unmemorable and unlike 
Gowarikar’s stronger heroines (think Radha to Jodhaa) whose 
performances powered his plots. Here, Chaani is another weak 
pillar in a shaky story that features horses in the Harappan era 
(widely believed to have arrived later with the Aryans), Maham 
wearing a helmet evoking Asterix comics, a Gladiator-like 
fight involving a trishul and several different pronunciations of 
Sarman’s father’s name.

The vagaries detract from Mohenjo Daro - but its second half 
rises, details falling into place. One particular storm sequence 
raises the entire film, its visual effects, pace and power evoking 
Hollywood classics like The Ten Commandments. Moments of 
such imagination showcase Ashutosh Gowarikar’s ability to 
travel across time and find stories of humanity resisting forced 
lagans and lagaans, fighting to survive another eon.

Mohenjo Daro should’ve had many more grand moments. As it 
is, it’s less Ben Hur and more Amrapali - sans the sex appeal 
of Vyjanthimala’s bustiers. However, its scale and imagination 
make it an interesting watch - as does the intriguing notion of 
Hrithik as India’s first pratham sevak.

Cast: Hrithik Roshan, Pooja Hegde, Kabir Bedi, Arunoday Singh, Suhasini Mulay, 
Nitish Bharadwaj, Sharad Kelkar

Direction: Ashutosh Gowarikar

Credit by: Srijana Mitra Das,
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Bipasha Basu Chronicles Her Struggles As An Actress Early On
At the ripe age of 17, Bollywood sensation Bipasha Basu Grover moved to Mumbai, where she pursued her modeling career and had 
the chance to win the “Ford Supermodels of the world” thus, winning her the ticket of fame to New York.
After her second return to Mumbai, Basu had to endure a struggle filled journey and entered the 
acting industry with her first supporting role in “Ajnabi” which soon won her praise and a leading role 
in “Raaz”.
In a candid interview, she reminisced her struggled filled journey to fame in Mumbai and narrated, 
“At 18, I realized that Mumbai is the place for me to settle down. I had made good friends with 
normal folks and I loved my work. Initially, life was very tough, especially, as I could never 
tell my parents how bad it was. For days I didn’t have any money and would subsist on just 
bananas. Dino (Morea) and I would share Rs 10 thali where I would eat the rice and him, the 
chapatis. As a group, we would go to a restaurant, order one ice cream for everyone and sit 
there for hours,”She also shared some of the fears and aches she endured in the city of dreams, 
“I would come back late at night, but was never afraid. I would carry a pillow and hammer with me. 
I would fall asleep in the cab and took the hammer for protection. Once, some boys started chasing 
me, but the taxi driver helped me till I reached home. Mumbai gave me recognition, independence, 
and opportunities  to become who I am today,” 
However, the actress with sheer enthusiasm stated that if not for this city, she would not have been able to meet her spouse and soul 
mate, Karan Singh Grover. She later said:-

Upcoming Movies
Dishoom
29 July, 2016
John Abraham, Varun Dhawan, Jacqueline 
Fernandez, Nargis Fakhri, Akshaye Khanna

Mohenjo Daro
12 August, 2016
Hrithik Roshan, Pooja Hegde, Kabir Bedi, 
Arunoday Singh

Nine Lives
 5 August, 2016
Kevin Spacey, Robbie Amell, Jennifer Garner, 
Christopher Walken

Rustom
12 August, 2016

Akshay Kumar, Illeana D’Cruz, Esha Gupta

Jason Bourne
 29 July, 2016

 Matt Damon, Julia Stiles, Alicia Vikander,
Riz Ahmed, Ato Essandoh,

Canada Gold Medal Swimmer Gets Bonus: 
Drake Concert Invitation
RIO DE JANEIRO: Canadian R&B artist Drake on 
Saturday invited compatriot four-time Olympic 
medalist swimmer Penny Oleksiak to one of his 
concerts after her tweet about lacking tickets set off 
a Twitter campaign to grant her attendance.Oleksiak 
won her country’s first gold medal at the games in 
Rio de Janeiro on Thursday in a stunning showing 
and is the first Canadian to win four medals in a single 
Olympics session. She is the sister of Jamie Oleksiak, 
a defenseman for the National Hockey League’s Dallas 
Stars. Her post about her lack of tickets spawned a 
hashtag “#GetPennyDrakeTickets.”
Drake, who like Oleksiak hails from Toronto, responded 
with a picture of Oleksiak on his Instagram account, 
captioned: “we are so proud of you!!!! Can’t wait to see 
you when you are back from Rio at a show!”The Globe 
and Mail newspaper, citing an anonymous source, 
reported Drake intended to give Oleksiak free tickets to 
his Toronto concert this fall.
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Archaeology, Love And Songs, 
Bollywood BringsAncient

City To Life  
LONDON: One of the world’s earliest cities has been brought 
back to life in one of Bollywood’s newest films, “Mohenjo Daro”, 
which re-imagines life in 2016 B.C. in an Indus Valley civilisation 
whose walls, streets and citadel can still be seen today. Director 
Ashutosh Gowariker recreated the city to stage an epic romance 
that is also a tale of the fight between good and evil, in the grand 
Bollywood tradition.

“I like telling untold stories and I feel that about this civilisation, 
not much has been said,” Gowariker told Reuters. “I thought, 
why not weave a story based on the findings of all these 
archaeologists, and try and do it to the utmost sincerity and 
honesty. Keep the fact as much as you can intact, but also weave 
in fiction, because only then can a story be told, and a cinematic 
story too.”

Mohenjo Daro, in modern-day Sindh province in Pakistan, is a 
World Heritage Site, one of the best preserved in South Asia 
where visitors can see a well-planned city built of unbaked brick 
dating back to the beginning of the third millennium B.C.

Teenage British Singer Imani 
Eyeing Album, Tour Next

LONDON: Sixteen-year-old singer Imani, who gained 
fame when she featured on British DJ Sigala´s dance 
hit “Say You Do” earlier this year, says she is eyeing 
an album and tour next after releasing her debut 
single last month.

The teenager, who cites music stars Justin Bieber, 
Beyonce and rapper Tinie Tempah as her inspirations, 
wrote her first song at the age of 10.”(In) five years´ 
time ... I´d like to have an album out or two,” she 
said.

“I´d like to release some more music, go on tour and 
I´d like to keep putting music out that people can 
relate to.”

Working In Hollywood ‘Hasn’t 
Been Easy’ For Deepika

Bollywood star Deepika Padukone will make her first 
appearance in the Hollywood film “XXX: The return 
of Xanders cage” which is set to release in January 
2016, where she will be cast alongside Hollywood 
sensation Vin Diesel.
In recent reviews, the movie has received a warm 
response and the Bollywood actress seems to be 
looking forward to her Hollywood acting debut.
The actress recently commented on her upcoming 
debut film, “The world is waking up to new talent. 
Having said that, it is all about whether an actor suits 
a role or not. An actor should be cast in a movie only if 
his or her talent brings something unique to the table. 
I don’t think an actor’s religion, gender, or the region 
he or she belongs to, should be the reason to sign him 
or her for a film,” she said.

From the director of 2002 Academy Award-nominated Raj-era 
movie “Lagaan”, and starring acclaimed actor Hrithik Roshan, 
“Mohenjo Daro” is expected to be one of the biggest movies 
out of Bollywood this year.

Roshan, who starred in Gowariker’s 2008 hit 16th-century 
love story “Jodhaa Akbar”, said he had been relieved to find 
the filmmaker was on top form.

“He is just as insane about and passionate about his films as 
he was, and I think he always will be,” said Roshan, who was 
injured while performing his own stunts for the film.
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